
GET REAL-WORLD TRAINING  
WITH THE HDD VR SIMULATOR.



AS REAL AS IT GETS 
WITHOUT ALL THE MUD.
Welcome to the future of HDD training with Virtual Reality, an interactive experience taking 

place within a simulated environment. The perfect middle ground option between actual jobsite 

experience and the classroom, our new VR Simulator helps deliver the most comprehensive 

training for you and your crew. You’ll be able to tackle the demands of a wide range of 

challenges that you might face in the real world, while fine-tuning your on-the-job skills. 

Whether in the field, in the classroom, or in the seat of our new HDD 
VR Simulator, we’re right there by your side, giving you and your 
crew the help you need to operate your jobsite safely, efficiently and 
effectively. Our success depends on your success. You can count on 
us to not only deliver the most innovative HDD machines in their class, 
but the training and guidance to use them to their fullest potential, 
putting more ROI in your pockets year after year.

Give your crew the opportunity to be field-ready in a controlled 
environment. Keep them—and your equipment—protected during 
crucial training sessions.

·  Realistic, hands-on drill operation training in a simulated jobsite  
    environment without the use of live equipment/jobsites
·  Bridges gap between training, practice and on-the-job experience
·  Allows operators to engage with the technology and equipment in a more  
    convenient, lower-risk setting
·  Enhances operational skills and increases jobsite efficiency

ADVANTAGES OF HDD VR SIMULATOR

At Ditch Witch®, safety is a virtue. Learning valuable safety 
procedures in a simulated setting gives your crews the experience 
they need to protect themselves and others on an actual jobsite.

·  Machine stabilization
·  Proper grounding of electrical strike indication system (ESID)
·  Avoidance of underground hazards

SAFETY PROCEDURES

Our HDD VR Simulator is designed to build understanding of 
the drilling process confidently and quickly, improving jobsite 
productivity.

·  Functionality and controls mirror an actual Ditch Witch drill
·  Fully engages the operator in the seat of the drill
·  More interactive and advanced VR simulator than anything in the industry
·  Real-time bore path monitoring—see it on the screen as it’s happening

PROPER OPERATION

WE GET CREWS READY
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CERTIFIED TRAINING FROM DITCH WITCH®

ONLINE TRAINING 

Ditch Witch offers the only free online HDD and Vac Training program, 

which packs decades of underground construction knowledge into easy to 

understand courses. HDD topics include: HDD Overview, Best Practices, Drill 

Pipe, Tracking, HDD Tooling and Drilling Fluid. 

IN THE CLASSROOM 

Instructor-led operator training courses cover everything your crew needs 

to be safe and productive. Our curriculum utilizes a classroom setting 

over several days to give your crew the foundation to HDD and vacuum 

excavation operation and jobsite management.   

ON THE EQUIPMENT 

Many of our Ditch Witch dealer locations provide simulated jobsites to 

allow hands-on equipment experience. This allows operators to further 

their drilling, vacuum excavation and tracking skills using an actual 

machine in a controlled environment. 

To learn more about how we help get crews ready with Ditch Witch Certified Training,  

visit us online: https://www.ditchwitch.com/training


